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Flow patterns characteristic of
; hardened fluid material have been
: located on the floor of ,the moon's
Tycho Crater by the peeping cam-

, eras of Lunar Orbiter 5. They sup-
r port the scientific theory that the
big crater was formed when a
huge meteor crashed into the vis-

i ible side of the moon.
, Sci'entists believe much of the
~fluid material, ejected when the
ithree-miles-deep crater was
formel!, may have resulted from

; the intense heat generated by the
~meteor's impact. They also suggest
: that the dark halo has resulted
from the manner in which pulver-

; ized ejected material was depos-
i-ited. ,
_" Volcanic Material?
\ Some scientists believe the lake-
I like areas with flat surfaces in the
! dark halo may be volcanic mate-
rial brought up from beneath the
.moon's surface along fractures in-
: duced by the impact. They say
! these volcanic substances may
: have flooded into scattered low
f areas outside the crater. '
: All these features resemble the
'pseudo-volcanic rocks found in
, large craters in central and north-
i ern Quebec, which scientists be-
: lieve were formed by meteors
'striking the Earth. The Canadian
'craters were explored after they
" were recognized only a few years
, ago by scientists examining aerial
, photographs of the area.
I. . Considered the moon's most

,
~



Little Lookout Mountain Cave. Ore.
(A letter from Steve Knutson, Oregon Grotto)

In August, 1965 I finally made connections with our "guide" at Durkee, Oregon who wanted to take us to Li.
Lookout Mountain Cave. Thus Don Housley and I left Portland Saturday morning and arrived at Durkee late the
same afternoon. Next morning Lemuel Smelcer, our guide, took us up the mountain and pointed out the cave;
we hiked about 1/2 mile to the general vicinity and found the entrance, but description of the location is very I

difficult.

The cave is mostly vertical and is in limestone. Solutional origin is certain and flowstone formations cover
nearly all the walls. The cave was claimed in 1961 by two couples and a third man who named it "Crystal Cave"
and built ladders to gain access to the bottom of the shaft. Apparently they had ideas about commercialization
and must have hoped the side passage they could see into but not get into would open up into big cave. Cer-
tainly the entrance shaft is impressive. The final blow to their dreams must have come when the opening was
enlarged enough and the passage found to be short. At any rate they left for the last time two years ago and
never returned (according to our guide who was very old and had not been down the cave). .

The side passage tends toward the stream gully a few hundred feet below the entrance. I found a snake at the
bottom of the shaft, and lots of bugs. The entrance itself is near the top of a small ridge. The cave walls and
formations were live near the bottom of the shaft and in the side passage. Color was white to dirty brown and
generally a very pretty light brown. The ladders were made from 2 x 4s and were quite stout. (FAMOUS lAST

WORDS~ USE A BELAY I. I. ~ - WRH)

On the way home we went up the Burnt River Canyon west of Durkee and saw many interesting limestone out-

crops; some possible entrances (or spots of moss).

:;, side pas sage
<d:.k ast partly due to stream meander
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Pick your shelter carefully, rememberin9
how body heat is lost through contact with
cold objects and from wind and simple ail
circulation, Keep dry,
A body in which core heat has droppeo

to as low as HI. desp ee'l con be rewanned
but rewarm'" nc,l he en very success,
ful. Thus we ",__ conclude with the adag"
"on ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure,"
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$5. While they last only, ..... $:1.1;8
The Caveman Within Us. By Wrn.

J, Fielding. In the eighteen chllptur~
Qf this comprehensive book, touchin~
upon every phase .of personality, will
be fou;nd the 'most complete nnd help-
ful presentation of this important
8ubject now available. It is 11 virtual
encyclopedia of information ubont the-
human organism. A carefnl perusal
o~ this profoundly interestin~: work
WIll be a revelation to the reader, lind
eunnot fail to bring fur-reaching re-

I stIlts and astounding benefits ill im-
proved mental and physical health
and increased efficiency, This book
is an invaluable guide to Self.Unrler-
standing, opening the doors to SeJr.
Mastery and Self-Expl'essioll, . Why
not let it be the means of liberating-
and utilizing latent powers'! Cloth,

3hile they l~st onlv $:1.15
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even the sky. Much less heat i,; radiated
from paris of the body covered by blan-
kets or clothing.
2. Direct contact with colder objects such

as a stone, glass, or metal objects.
3. The rising of warm air from the skin

and the moving in of cooler air. Wind
causes more rapid cooling because it
moves in laster and more constantly. Stren-
uous exercise causes more air circulation
and greater loss of heat than it generates.
4. Evaporation of sweat or water from

the skin or clothing. This evaporation often:
takes place when the hiker is resting and.
when he needs heat the most. The author.'
notes that wet clothing also loses its in-
sulating quality. In a preliminary study he
found that of 12 deaths fron, exposure in
the wilderness the clothing in every in-
stance had been water s00k..,d.
There they are-the four ,,";8S for loss

of body heat. Who hasn't experienced one
or all of them to some extent?
This, of course, leads to a discussion of

how heat can be maintained. It boils down
to proper clothing and moderate exercise,
For instance, at 60 degrees with no wind

a person can survive in shorts by shiver-
ing or performing light chores such as
carrying wood, If he sits still, however, he
needs to wear the equivalenl of a suit ond
a light coat. At 40 degrees with no wind
he can survive in shorts with violent shiver-
ing but only for a short time because vio-
lent shivering causes fatigue. He can sur-
vive in shorts if he walks at a medium
pace. However, if he is inactive, he should
wear heavy wool clothing and the equiva-
lent of an overcoat.
At 40 degrees with a five-mile-an-hour

wind the picture is completely different. A
person cannot survive in shorts even with
violent exercise, (Remember, it creates cir-
culation of cold air over the body,) He
must have on heavy woolen clothing and
an overcoat if walking at a medium pace.
If resting, he needs heavy woolen cloth-
ing, on overcoat, and a blanket.
Heat loss is increased three- or four-fold

by wind.
The conclusions are quite evident. Be

prepared for temperature changes at all
times of the year except possibly during
the summer in the Southern Appalachians.
Corry a sweater, a windbreaker, and
slacks to cover the legs if you hike in
shorts. Don't forget extra socks !r: case feet
get wet and gloves for !~e, he!1ds, Make\
your own study of how ~!L'~!":i:!-;i~!rig' youl
need to keep body !e~perel".fe ~dHstant
undet t!!! conditions yeL' Ilia!, <;~':3'}I.IH.I~~,

Late in the fall of 1966 a boat capsized
in one 01 the Great Lakes, and all hands
aboard but one were lost. The country was
shocked, but no one was surprised. It is
an orcepted fact that a person cannot
surVl, .'. lfl waler of 38 to 48 degrees longer
than '1 hours.
However, we are continually being

shocked and surprised by deaths from ex-
posure on comparatively low mountains
in above freezing weather. Scientific ex-
planation for such deaths appeared in the
June 1960 issue of Appalachia in an article
by Marlin B. Kreider entitled "Death From

Cold."
Mr. Kreider, a physiologist working with

the Army, has studied the effect of various
environmental stresses on the human body.
His article is "must" reading for those
who take the Leadership Training Course
with the Appalachian Mountain Club. Its
contents should be known by all who hike
frequently in all kinds of weather. A con-
densation of the article follows.
The author in summarizing his research

on death from cold says, "The ability of
man to live in the cold depends on his
ability to decrease the rate of heat loss
from his body .... When heat is lost faster
than it can be produced, body temperature
must drop. This may occur at temperatures
considerably above freezing and will de-
pend largely on the amount of insulation
and wind involved."
By body temperature the author means

the "core" temperature, which is normally
about 99 degrees. It must be kept in mind
that the temperature of the hands and feet
may be 70 degrees while the body's tem-
perature remains at 99 degrees. If the ex-
tremities get much colder, however, the
core temperature will drop.
The body can tolerate only a slight drop

in core temperature without noticeable
physiological and functional deterioration,
the author emphasizes. Below a tempera-
ture of 86 degrees the person loses psycho-
logical contact with the world around him
and does not act rationally. Below 80 de-
grees many body functions cease, and
death is imminent.
Core heat must be preserved. To pre-

serve it one must know how it is lost.
Losses come from-
1. Transference of heat from exposed

skin to objects such as walls, rocks, or

BODY HEAT AND WEATHER

By Dorothy Martin Mason

Potomac Appalachian Trail Club
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La Jolla Marine Geology Laboratory
u. s. Geolog ical Survey

, La Jolla, California 92037

September 6, 1967

To
From:

William R. Halliday

George W. Moore

I studied the cimolite sample from Lookout Cave Washington, ,,

and found it and the red flowstone and tan coating from :
Hellhole Cave, Washington, to be the same mineral. Although'
the material has such fine crystals as to seem nearly ,
amorphous, all the specimens show rounded x-ray diffraction ;
peaks at d spacings of about 11.0, 3.30, and 2.30. The '
refractive index is 1.51. This mineral may well be the
same as type cimolite, but no modern studies have been
done on the type material. without the previous identifi-
cation, I probably would have called it endellite. I may
study the samples further, but for the present the name
you have been using is equally good.

The pebble coating from Red Cave, Washington, is goethite.

After.'grinding the specimen of basalt from Dynamited Cave,
Washington, I could not separate the black coating from
minerals with similar properties from within the specimen.
The black coating is probably a manganese mineral, but I
have no new laboratory information to verify the opinion.
The tan coating, despite its apparent hardness when dry,
is a mixture of clay minerals.

- ---_._-_._--- --- ---- .__ ._---- -------~

D~ar George,
We checked back with the Division of Mines and Geology which

pointed out that the cimolite spa:imen is amorphous and your endellite
specimen microcrystalline, so eitrer we have two different minerals
occurring in the same patch of red flowstone or the enlargement of
the entrances of Lookout Cave and the r eml tant dessication of the
short entrance ~ ssage has led to a mineralogical change. Why don't
you come study it in situ?

------'----------"'---',----------
I have mounted~the pseudoscorpion which you sent from Pillar of

Fire Cave, and have compared it with the description of Microcreagris colum-
biana Chamberlin. Your animal !s g!~!lar and I tentatively conclude that it is
a specimen of ~. Columbiana. Y@w~Y~~>,!~gy be wrong,since this specimen
is a female and th~ only oth~~ sp~c~m~~ !;:!'!~t&rtis the holotype, a male.' The
diffetences betw~~~ ~~~ tw~ ~~y, the~~!e~~! be intraspecific (as I think now),
or lli~Y turn out t~ ~g 8~ ~~~gific va~u~~ ~~@~ more specimens become known.

H.B. t1~chmore
Associate Professor of Biology

rHB UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER



comes a batch of material from
Unprint ed maps, trip reports,
usable) and a huge pile of misc.

r •.. , ~ .

FRGrA OUT OF THE PAST
•••5 years past, to be precise,
our first editor, Tom Hatchette
a couple of articles (one ~till
Here's a sample:
(data on possible cave entrance on north side of Glacier Peak)
6 mile marker on Milk Creek trail just beyond; 1~-2 miles S of
east fork.
On left hand side of troil going south (up Glacier Peak); 15 feet
off (above) troil. Cold blast of air on left side of facel

Joint in rock, ~gged entrance, about 6 feet in diameter.

* * *
Many thanks, Tam. You can come home now~
We'll run the rest as space permits.

Vulcanospeleological abstract - by Bill Halliday
Mercer, D.C. 1966. Icelandic caves. The Speleologist (Great Britain),
2(9):11, Oct-Nov.
"We were surprised at how cornmon such lava-tunnels were in Iceland~ andat how little attention has been pa:id to them.. fe heard reports or themfrom allover Iceland and as fnr as we could a scertain most of them hadnever been fitjllyexplored, surveyed or investigated in any detail."
The author and his party went to Iceland for climbing and hotspringing, if
that is the proper term for a British potholer out of his pothole but"we found ourselves irrevocable drawn to all sorts of attractive-tooking
holes in the ground". Actually they visited two on the flank of the
Lambahraun shield-volcano which sound unusual:
"The sides of the volcano sloped gently up to the central crater and con-
sisted of a chaotic mass of ropy lava cones -and solidified i1 ows. These
cones gave the appearance of blisters which ha~ burst Upwards under the
pressure of contained gasses (rather like hat steam under a thin skin of
porridge), and it was these blisters which frequently contained caves. Many

of these small basalt domes were ruptured at the top or at the sides
presumably when the lava cooled and contracted, and entrance coul~ be
gained through these rifts into frequently large bellshaped chambers,
sometimes with circular-sectioned tunnels le8din~ off. The domed roofs
of these chambers weDe often covered with masses.of small, irregular, straw-
like lava stalactites."
Not at all profound, this article is important in recording "quite long
lava tunnels (in) •••the south, near Hveragerdi" and on the slopes of Mt.
Hekla and the region of Mount Myvatn in addition to the well-known Surt"';
shellir and Stefamshellir.
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"Tazieff, H. 1958. The caves and sinkS of the lava of Mt. Etna. Speleo-club de Paris, V. 6, p.6.
(In French).
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Balatka, B. 1958. Pseudokarstic features in the volcanic mountains of Societ Armenia. Ceskoslovensky
Kras, II: 212-213, Prague. (In Czech).

Antonow, B.A. 1958. Caves in quaternary lava of Terter, Adzerbaijan. (In Russian).
Priroda, 12:113, Moscow.
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